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Bought this for a friend along with the NIV Study Bible....although the dimensions indicated it would

fit the Bible - it didn't fit the Bible I bought. My friend returned it to me and I gave it to my nephew -

Great quality and looks good....but careful of the size for what is suppose to go into it.

This cover works for my LSM Bonded Leather Holy Bible. It is one of the very few that can

accomodate a more than 10" bible. It has beautiful two tone, apparently, imitation leather that is soft

to the touch and very nice indeed. Awesome!

This was perfect. Craftsmanship was immaculate and its great quality...just i mistakenly ordered the

wrong size. Can you believe thy offered me the refund without me even having to return it. Oh my

gosh these ppl are too nice. Now i have an awesome gift for a friend and i'm def going to reorder the

correct size that I need. Just make sure u read the description carefully. No regrets.

Most Bible covers can not accommodate large Bibles sizes like what I needed. This cover is approx.

10 1/4" x 7 1/8" x 2" in size. The cover I was using before was a bit tight and frayed the edges of my

Bible. It has the feel of leather but is not, and it is nicely sewn. The cover tree design is great and

has received many compliments. The only con is that I wish the metal zip tab was a little easier to

use. If not careful, the tab can get tucked around the corner, making it a little difficult to unzip. I find

this a minor con for a great bible cover.

I bought this for my husband. It is manly enough. My man loves trees and nature and the tree on the

front makes it special...along with the scripture, of course. It is study and the zipper works well.

Exactly what I was looking for to keep my leather bible from bending in my book bag.Great

protector, and nicely made, and looks great.Just love it!

Good so far, let's see how long it lasts. Material looks good, but cheap plastic.

My son loves his new bible cover. Looks great. A little big for the size of his bible, but he loves it so

who cares.
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